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Operational Optimization of the Lithium-Ion
Batteries of TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X
Fotios Stathopoulos , Kay Müller , Miguel Lino , Thomas Kraus , Patrick Klenk , and Ulrich Steinbrecher

Abstract—After a decade of successful TanDEM-X mission operations, the degradation of the satellite’s battery capacity due to
ageing has defined a new challenge for DLRs mission operations
team. In response, a novel machine learning strategy has been
gradually deployed in the Mission Planning System in order to
optimize the battery utilization. The objective of this strategy is
twofold: 1) protecting the operational state of the battery while 2)
maximizing the executed SAR acquisitions under newly introduced
planning restrictions. The limits, resulting in the battery utilization
optimization, have been communicated to the customers in a userfriendly way in order to assist their future planning, minimizing the
number of not-executed requests due to the new energy and power
constraints imposed by the joint TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X Mission
Planning System. In this article, we 1) detail the quantitative
approach to model the satellites’ battery behavior in comparison
to the previously used physical models, 2) outline the process of
the new machine learning model as implemented in the Mission
Planning System, 3) present the operational results of the model
in comparison to satellite telemetry, and 4) discuss the evolution
of the machine learning model toward higher accuracy telemetry
estimations.
Index Terms—Lithium-ion battery, machine learning, TanDEMX, TerraSAR-X.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE satellite of the TerraSAR-X mission: TSX [1], [2],
was launched from Baikonur in Kazakhstan on a Dnepr-1
launcher on June 15, 2007. Its identically constructed twin satellite: TDX, which is required by the bistatic mission TanDEM-X
[3]–[6], launched on June 21, 2010 in the same way. Both
spacecraft were assembled by Airbus Defence and Space in
Friedrichshafen. Based on an elaborated synthetic aperture radar
(hereinafter: SAR) system calibration scheme [7], [8] the two
satellites have been supplying high-quality radar data for more
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than a decade [9] in order to serve the two main mission
goals: 1) scientific observation of earth and the provisioning
of remote-sensing data for the commercial market explored by
Airbus Intelligence Services (TerraSAR-X mission) and 2) the
provision of scientific bistatic acquisitions and the generation
of a global digital elevation model (DEM) of earth’s surface
(TanDEM-X mission) [3], [4], [10].
The TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X ground segment is composed
of three major elements designed and operated by DLR in Oberpfaffenhofen: the Instrument Operation and Calibration Segment
(IOCS) provided by the Microwaves and Radar Institute [11];
the Payload Ground Segment provided by the German Remote
Sensing Data Center (DFD) and the Remote Sensing Technology
Institute (IMF) [12], [13]; and the Mission Operations Segment
provided by the German Space Operations Center (GSOC) [14].
The space segment comprises both satellites, flying in formation in a sun-synchronous dusk–dawn orbit with a revisit
period of 11 days [15]. Whereas several different formations
have been configured over the years, TSX and TDX have flown
in the majority of time in a helix close formation where TSX flies
the reference orbit and the distance between both spacecraft is
in the order of 200–500 m [16], [17]. Such a formation requires
an extended monitoring of the status of the spacecraft to avoid
collision and mutual radar illumination but allows for a good
interoperability and flexibility to adjust TDX depending on the
varying needs for bistatic acquisitions [17].
Despite having been designed for only five years of nominal
lifetime, the health condition of both satellites after currently
more than 13 (TSX) and 10 (TDX) years in orbit continues to
allow a near-full utilization of its resources for the TerraSAR-X
and TanDEM-X missions [18], [19]. Due to the strategy described in this article of monitoring and adjusting the batteryusage limits, current battery-utilization constraints are still by
far smaller in comparison to those imposed by the available
ground station downlink time or the on-board memory of the
satellites [20]. Nevertheless, with continuous ageing of the
batteries, an ever better understanding of their behavior during
mission operations is needed in order 1) to support maximum
possible imaging capacity and 2) to define and justify required
restrictions, preventing overly low-voltage drops, which could
threaten the spacecraft’s health. The knowledge gained over
more than a decade of operating successfully the two spacecraft has now enabled the implementation of a novel battery
model with the aim of guaranteeing efficient operation of both
the TanDEM-X and TerraSAR-X missions in the foreseeable
future.
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Fig. 1. Duration of the eclipses of TSX and TDX per orbit versus the DOY.
The eclipses season starts on April 29th and last until August 14th every year.
The maximum duration of 23 min is reached around the summer solstice (June
21st), where the solar panels are not facing the sun for about 24% of the orbit.

In this article, after a brief introduction to the power system of
the TSX and TDX satellites in Section II, the battery model will
be described in detail while presenting its development process
step by step (see Section III), followed by the evaluation of
the operational results (see Section IV). Finally, the advantages
of this quantitative approach are discussed while giving an
outlook with respect to future improvements of the algorithm
(see Section V).
II. OVERVIEW OF THE TSX/TDX POWER SUBSYSTEM
TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X’s electrical power systems
share the same design. Their power usage is roughly a factor
of 10 higher during data acquisition than during nominal bus
operations. This resulted in a design combining a lithium-Ion
battery connected to a solar array, and a dusk–dawn orbit that
allows for solar irradiation during all orbital revolutions (hereinafter called the sun phases), except for those between late April
and mid-August during which the solar panel of the satellites
are temporarily (part of the orbit) in the shadow of the earth
(hereinafter called the eclipse phases). The duration of eclipses
within one orbit depending on the day of year (DOY) is shown
in Fig. 1.
For every SAR acquisition in the sun phases, the battery provides about three quarters of the consumed energy. The choice of
orbit is, therefore, an important mission design element because
it allows the battery to be recharged immediately afterward,
unless the satellite is in eclipse. The charging process is controlled by maximum power point trackers (MPPT) implemented
in hardware, which operate the solar array at its maximum output
power until the battery voltage reaches 50.4 V. Then, the charge
current is reduced while keeping the voltage constant until the
battery is fully charged.
The battery consists of individual lithium-ion cells in three
modules. Compared to the older nickel–hydrogen chemistry
with its significantly larger cells, the failure of a single cell has
much less impact on the provided power [21]–[24]. The solar

Fig. 2. Comparison of reference SAR acquisitions from 2012, 2015, and 2019.
As of writing this article, the acquisition for 2020 has not been performed, but
an acquisition of a similar type (but shorter duration) is shown. Note the linear
character of the voltage decrease and the comparable lack of variation of the
values for the high power datatake in 2015. This acquisition was the one that
first raised awareness of the diffusion rate limitation present in the battery from
that point onward.

generator likewise consists of several solar cells strings arranged
in two panels. The power output of each panel is controlled by
three MPPTs, with a two out of three redundancy. The instrument
is directly connected to the unregulated voltage bus. As a result,
its voltage varies between 50.4 V and a lower limit of 38 V during
nominal operations, which is required by the input converter of
the instrument.
In order to assess the battery’s performance over the mission
duration, a reference SAR acquisition is performed every year
after the eclipse season (see Fig. 1) with the same settings and
duration to ease the comparison between the years. Fig. 2 shows
the voltage behavior for several of these yearly reference acquisitions. They represent a typical behavior of the discharge of a
lithium-ion battery with an overall mathematically convex shape
(which would turn linear and finally drop off quickly for longer
discharges not employed on either satellite). With increasing
degradation, the initial voltage drop at the start of the acquisition
becomes larger and is used to assess the internal resistance of
the battery. Also, the gradient of the voltage decrease during
discharge becomes steeper over the years, resulting in lower
voltages being reached faster when actively acquiring SAR data.
During the eclipse period of 2015, it was first noted that the
behavior of the battery on TSX deviated from that of previous
years. Instead of having a convex shape, the voltage dropped
linearly from the beginning and with a larger gradient than
expected, as for the “High-Power Datatake 2015” in Fig. 2. The
variation of the measured data points was also noticeably smaller
than before. An investigation by Airbus established that this new
behavior was due to a diffusion rate limitation, i.e., the ability of
the ions taking part in the battery’s chemical reaction to diffuse to
the surface of the electrodes was reduced when a high discharge
current was applied. This lowered the apparent capacity of the
battery.
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Fig. 3. Minimum voltage per SAR acquisition in the sun versus the energy
consumption of the complete acquisition on the TDX satellite. The correlation
coefficient is −0.68.

Failure detection of the battery is implemented in the FDIR
concept of the satellites by switching OFF at first the instrument
and eventually the bus components when a voltage of 38 V
and lower is detected. This is called “disconnect of nonessential
loads.” Such an occurrence—although important to protect the
battery and the satellite in general—would prevent planned
SAR acquisitions from being executed (since the instrument is
switched OFF) and requires extensive work from the operations
team to assess the situation and to bring the satellite back into
an operational state.
Several power and thermal constraints are considered in
the Mission Planning System as described in [25] and [26].
The process of planning the acquisitions, therefore, needs to
determine how many and what kind (e.g., in terms of SAR
parameters such as the transmit duty cycle) of SAR acquisitions
can be planned with a certain duration in a predefined time period
while considering both previous acquisitions and the state of the
battery.
Prior to reaching such low voltage values in the telemetry, a
telemetry warning low-threshold will be triggered when falling
below 42.5 V. This is, therefore, the threshold considered by the
model for the analysis in the following section(s).
III. METHOD—THE CHAIN MODEL
Traditionally, most of the battery management strategies applied for satellite missions, either for GSOC in-house operated
satellites [22]–[24], [27] or for satellite missions of other mission
operation centers [28], have been mainly based on the chemical
composition of the satellite batteries and their internal physical
properties. Such an approach typically suffices for safe mission
operations during the nominal lifetime of a satellite while the batteries can be assumed to operate within their design limits, as it
was the case in the first years of the TerraSAR-X and TanDEM-X
mission. However, for a spacecraft operated far beyond its design
lifetime, more sophisticated approaches are needed to guarantee
efficient mission operations while preserving the health of the
battery and the spacecraft in general.
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After the first low-voltage events in 2015, we observed that the
on-board mechanisms, using voltage telemetry parameters, and
the existing algorithm in the mission planning system that modeled the calibrated energy consumption of the battery, were no
longer in sync. In 2017, we performed a correlation analysis on
the telemetry data of TSX and TDX comparing and combining it
with the same dataset of mission planning so that the drop of the
voltage could be simulated using the data available in mission
planning. For the first time, we performed a data-driven analysis,
combining telemetry data (the battery voltage at the end of a SAR
acquisition) with the related data from the mission planning data
pools (all data related to that SAR acquisition). The promising
initial results of this statistical approach led to its incorporation
in the decision process of the TerraSAR-X/TanDEM-X Mission
Planning System [25], [29]. The main characteristics of this
approach will be discussed in the following paragraphs, showing
the behavior of the main battery parameters in relation to the
mission operations.
A. Consumed Energy Versus Battery Voltage Drop
The first stage of the analysis was performed in order to
assess the correlation of the energy consumed during a SAR
acquisition, provided by the mission planning data pools, with
the battery voltage drop, provided by the telemetry data. The
first results, as depicted in Fig. 3, show the trend between the
minimum battery voltage and the corresponding SAR acquisition’s energy consumption. Note that the correlation coefficient
of −0.68 seems rather low, which is mainly caused by a significant number of outliers, mostly below the dominating trend.
Checking case by case the outliers of this analysis, especially the
ones of higher energy consumption, we observed that they are
related to SAR acquisitions close to previously executed ones
where the time in between was insufficient to fully recharge the
battery. In order to cope with this behavior, the “chain model”
was defined: When two acquisitions are executed close enough
to each other that the battery voltage does not raise back to the
nominal range (∼50 V) after the execution of the previous one,
they are considered by the model as one single acquisition with
its duration being the sum of the durations.
With the aim of quantifying how close two acquisitions should
be, in order to belong in the same chain, we repeated the analysis
of the consumed energy of SAR acquisition chains versus the
respective voltage at the end of the chain, considering several
maximum distances between two consecutive acquisitions defining a chain (from 10 to 100 s). The highest correlation coefficient
of −0.86 was found for chains of 60 s maximum separation
between the two acquisitions, as shown in Fig. 4. This is the
minimum separation between two consecutive SAR acquisitions
to consider them in a separate chain.
B. Energy Versus SAR Acquisition Duration
A second parameter of interest is the SAR data acquisition duration. The high correlation between the total energy consumed
during a SAR data acquisition and its execution duration, as
depicted in Fig. 5, provides the opportunity to express any upper
threshold on the energy provided by the battery in terms of SAR
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Fig. 4. Minimum voltage per SAR acquisition in the sun versus the energy
consumption per chain of acquisitions on TDX satellite. The correlation coefficient is −0.86.

Fig. 6. Minimum voltage at the end of a SAR acquisition chain in the sun
versus the sum of acquisition duration inside the chain on TDX satellite. The
correlation coefficient is −0.84. Maximum separation between two consecutive
acquisitions in order to be considered in the same chain is 60 s.

TABLE I
UPPER LIMITS OF TOTAL SAR ACQUISITION DURATION IN A CHAIN

The thresholds of the chain model, as it has been applied on both TSX and TDX satellites
since 2017, inside the Mission Planning System for both eclipses and sun phases.

Fig. 5. Energy consumption in the sun versus the duration of individual SAR
acquisitions on TDX satellite. The correlation coefficient is −0.998.

of limits transparently to the users, aiding them in conveniently
planning their acquisition strategy.
D. Long-Term Estimation of the Model-Based Limits

acquisition duration: The longer an acquisition lasts, the more
energy is consumed.
C. SAR Acquisition Duration Versus Voltage Drop
Combining the previous two steps of the analysis provides
the effect of a SAR data acquisition on the battery voltage drop
depending on its duration: The longer a data acquisition, the
lower the battery voltage drops.
Conversely, setting a limit on the maximum length a SAR acquisition directly restricts the battery minimum voltage reached
during data acquisition. Based on the results of Fig. 6, the
expected battery voltage drop can be controlled via imposing
restrictions on the duration of the SAR acquisitions, either on a
single one or in a chain. In mission operations terms, enforcing
such a rather simple limit on the maximum duration of an
acquisition has the advantage of enabling the communication

Based on the promising results presented in the previous
sections, corresponding model-based SAR acquisition duration
limits can be implemented in the mission planning system for
the TerraSAR-X mission. The applied acquisition duration limits
can be derived by the performance of the battery. The battery
performance can be expressed based on the minimum voltage
observed. For a longer period of past telemetry data, we create
time series of the voltage level for dedicated SAR acquisition
durations. The study has been initiated in 2017 [30]. Based on
this analysis, the chain model has been operationally applied,
as shown in Table I. Note that, being already in the eclipses
phase of 2017, only the most recent TDX telemetry data (of that
year’s eclipse period) were considered to derive these limits at
that time.
In 2018, it was required for the first time to perform a
projection of the battery performance for the future, based on
the performance knowledge gained during the previous year.
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Fig. 7. Block diagram of the machine learning model applied in the Mission
Planning System on the batteries of TSX and TDX satellites.

Therefore, an investigation into the long-term estimation of the
corresponding thresholds was initiated, which we will detail in
the following. Combining the data from the Mission Planning
System (i.e., the ground segment) and the satellite telemetry
(i.e., the space segment), we developed the first machine learning model for the batteries of TSX and TDX, as presented in
Fig. 7, in order to estimate the performance of their respective
batteries in the forthcoming mission periods and to be able to
set the respective data acquisition duration thresholds in the
Mission Planning System accordingly, several weeks/months in
advance.
Thenceforth, every year the projection of the battery performance is based on past telemetry data available at that time.
First, the information of the satellite telemetry (observed battery
voltage) is matched to the information provided by the Mission
Planning System (corresponding SAR acquisition properties), as
shown in the upper left part of Fig. 7. Next, in the preprocessing
step, we group the acquisitions to chains wherever the 60-s
criterion discussed in the previous section was fulfilled, creating the dataset for the supervised learning analysis. Then, the
regression analysis is performed, iterating several algorithms, in
order to forecast the future performance of the satellite’s battery
during SAR acquisitions by the prediction model, shown in the
lower right part of Fig. 7. Our target is to determine months in
advance; the necessary limits of the chain model to be set in the
Mission Planning System based on the battery voltage threshold
we consider.
Over the years since 2018, we have considered several versions of linear regression functions applied in the machine
learning logic presented in Fig. 7. As an example, we present
here the analysis performed in the beginning of 2020 for
the estimation of the data acquisition duration limit for TSX
in the sun phases (as defined in Section II) in that year. However,
the principle is the same for both cases, the acquisitions in sun
and eclipse phases. First, we define a linear regression function
in order to estimate the future performance of the battery voltage
level, of each satellite, either in the sun or in the eclipse phases.
Based on this expected performance, we derive corresponding

Fig. 8. TSX battery performance for chains of SAR acquisitions in the sun
with a total duration of 140 s. Blue bullets show the minimum battery voltage
according to satellite telemetry, whereas the magenta line is the regression fit.
The estimated fit is plotted by the black rhombus, whereas with red points (x)
are estimated minimum voltage values for the critical period of 2020 around the
summer solstice derived according to the model in the first quarter of 2020. The
measured minimum voltage of those SAR acquisitions/chains executed around
the summer solstice of 2020 on TSX satellite are depicted by the green "square"
boxes. The performance of the battery has been estimated quite closely to the
actual telemetry when realized.

data acquisition duration limits, which are then implemented in
the Mission Planning System and communicated to the users.
Processing the telemetry of the past years, e.g., since 2017, it
can be noticed that the yearly battery performance shows a clear
seasonal trend, reaching minimum battery voltages every year
around the summer solstice (as shown in Fig. 8). The observed
battery behavior implies that the performance of the battery over
the years can be modeled by an additive decomposition time
series, Yt [31]
Y t = T t + S t + εt

(1)

where Tt is a trend, St is a seasonal component, and εt is an error
term. In our case, as can be seen from the blue dots in Fig. 8,
the seasonal component represents the yearly seasonality of
sunlight illumination due to the satellite’s orbit, with a minimum
at the summer solstice, whereas the downward trend can be
interpreted as the linear ageing of the batteries. Both parameters
are related to time, which is the mission time (ti ) at any SAR
acquisition. Based on these realizations, the regression function
can be formulated as follows:


2π · ti
− ϕ + εi
BattVest (i) = α0 + α1 · ti + α2 · sin
12
(2)
where ti is the execution time of a SAR acquisition (i), expressed
in months but with resolution in seconds, and ϕ is the phase
difference of the seasonality within a year (12 months). Since
the phase difference is stable over time, we can incorporate it in
the constant factor (α0 ) of the regression function, which now
becomes a multiple regression function of different time-related
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factors



BattVest (i) = α0 + α1 · ti + α2 · sin

+ α3 · cos

2π · ti
12



2π · ti
12
+ εi .



(3)

The model now is continuously adapted and validated based
on the latest processed telemetry processed daily, extending
the training period of the model as much as possible when
the analysis is performed. In comparison, when this analysis
was performed for the first time in 2018, the model has been
initially trained and validated on past telemetry data of the
last year (2017), and later it has been validated operationally.
Nowadays, since the model is already operational, instead of
separating the past data into a training and a validation period,
we consider all observed data as a training dataset, while we
validate the model by monitoring offline the performance of
the model for several weeks with the new telemetry, prior to
the official announcement and update of the model parameters.
For the exemplary case discussed here, the training period of
the model consisted of the chains of datatakes with a certain
datatake duration, which have been acquired between the third
quarter of 2017 and the first quarter of 2020 (depicted in Fig. 8
by the blue dots). For predicting the new limits on allowable
data acquisition length based on the trained model, we focused
on the period during which the battery performance estimation
is most critical in the following year, which is the eclipse period
(i.e., the months that the eclipses take place) in the months June
and July 2020. Assuming a similar data acquisition load as in
previous years, we used SAR acquisition chains executed in
the same period in 2019, shifting their execution time by one
year to 2020, as a dataset for applying the regression function
defined earlier. We repeated the same analysis for several clusters
of acquisition chains ((0–10 s], (10–20 s], etc.), each yielding
different factors in the regression function. When applied to the
dataset, the last cluster for which the estimation remains above
the voltage threshold (here: 42.5 V, as in the telemetry monitoring system of the satellites), considering also the estimation error
margins, defines the maximum duration of datatakes allowed to
be planned.
Once the model is validated by new telemetry data (e.g., in
2020, this analysis was performed at the end of the first quarter of
the year), the new limits to the acquisition duration is announced
to the users. Note that the offline validation occurs prior to the
critical period of the eclipses. While the estimations during the
model validation are accurate, we assume (and it is later proven
operationally), that the estimations in the critical period will be
the same accurate.
Based on the concept described in Fig. 7, different versions
of a linear regression algorithm can be considered for both the
sun phases or the eclipse phases, on both satellites, including
additional parameters from the Mission Planning System, such
as the energy and power consumption during an acquisition, the
attitude of the satellite at the time of the acquisition changing
the solar panel illumination incidence angle, therefore, affecting
the battery energy input, as well as the SAR acquisition duration, performing several iterations. Nevertheless, the machine

learning concept via a linear regression algorithm is the driver
of this analysis. This has been the first approach of a supervised
learning algorithm, combining parameters by the Mission Planning System and the telemetry for the TSX and TDX battery
voltage estimation.
After the model became operational, the battery performance
is monitored on a daily basis by processing the telemetry arriving
on the ground. The new data are fed back in the data pools of
the model, 1) evaluating the performance of the battery and the
efficiency of the model, while 2) updating the training datasets
of the model with more recent data. This is the last step in
the machine learning logic of this supervised learning model,
presented in the bottom-left side of Fig. 7.
In summary, in this section, we detailed the SAR acquisition
chain model, which, based on a machine learning algorithm,
allows us to define the SAR acquisition limits on the chain model
several weeks/months in advance. As an example, we described
in detail the regression model applied on TSX for acquisitions
executed in the sun phases for 2020. The same approach is
applied for acquisitions executed on TSX in eclipses, as well
as on TDX on both periods (sun phases or eclipses). Detailed
operational results for all these cases are presented in Section IV.
IV. RESULTS OF THE CHAIN-MODEL IMPLEMENTATION IN THE
MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM
The implementation of the chain model in the Mission Planning System serves two use cases: 1) defining chain-modelbased data acquisition duration limits during the sun phases,
when a portion of the energy is provided by the solar panels, and
2) estimating corresponding limits for the eclipse periods, when
exclusively the batteries provide the energy to the satellite. As a
central result, we present the upper duration limits of data acquisition chains as evaluated based on our model and announced to
the users since 2017 for all possible cases in Table I. Throughout
the years, more knowledge and experience has been gained,
minimizing the margins on the voltage threshold we have been
considering.
A. Chain Model in the Sun Phases
In 2018, a low-voltage warning after a SAR acquisition in
the sun phase was raised for the first time on TSX. This led
to the decision to impose chain model based data acquisition
duration limits for the sun-illumination periods. Since then, the
performance of the batteries on both satellites has been closely
and continuously monitored.
Due to the fact that the yearly minimum performance of the
batteries occurs during the eclipse period, we decided to update
the threshold of the chain model for the sun phases always before
the start of the eclipses period, i.e., in early April every year,
together with the update of the threshold for the eclipses. After
the thresholds are communicated to the users, there is hardly
any single SAR acquisition being ordered, which exceeds the
duration limits. As a result, with the limits known to the users,
very few acquisitions get rejected by the corresponding mission
planning rule limit, most of which are part of a chain with another
acquisition. On average, less than 1% of all the acquisitions considered by the mission planning algorithm are getting rejected
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TABLE II
RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS AS IN (3), FOR TSX IN 2020

The results of the regression analysis for TSX satellite in 2020, defining the forecast
of the chain model threshold to 140 s. Below the values of the model parameters are
presented the coefficient of determination (R2 ) as well as the standard deviation (SD),
together with the mean voltage estimation value as well as the lowest voltage value
expected, based on which we make the decision on the acquisition duration limit.

by the planning rule of the chain model. With respect to the
observed battery voltage values, very few low-voltage warnings
have been raised in the telemetry after we have been applying the
chain-model-based limits in the sun phases in 2018 (single-digit
number of cases yearly).
The results of the regression analysis for 2020, which has
been detailed in the previous section, are presented in Table II,
where we see the regression analysis allowing data acquisition
chains of 140-s chains predicts minimum battery voltage values
higher than 42.5 V, while allowing for 150-s duration might
end up below the voltage threshold. Focusing on the worst case
scenario, we, therefore, set the limit of acquisition duration in
the sun phases of TSX to 140 s, as shown in Table I.
In Fig. 8, we present the operational results of all SAR Acquisitions with duration (130–140 s] for the period June–July 2020
on TSX as the green "square boxes," together with the estimation
performed on January 2020, showing that the estimations are at
the same level as the actual results. Similar results are observed
on the TDX satellite.
B. Chain Model in the Eclipse Phases
The first low-voltage events were noticed during the eclipse
period of 2015 when the power and energy demand from the
battery were higher [30]. The chain model in the Mission Planning System was implemented in 2017 and has been operational
since then. Due to the specific formation of the two satellites, in
combination with the geographic location of the eclipses over
the South Pole, the model was necessary to be operational in
2017 mainly on the TDX satellite. The exclusion zones [32]
of TSX were overlapping with the eclipse areas of its orbit.
Therefore, the latter satellite was prohibited from active SAR
acquisitions during eclipse phases in any case. The second
reversal of TanDEM’s relative motion in the end of 2017 to
balance the usage of on-board consumables (after the first one
in 2013 [33]) made it, however, indispensable to apply the same
model also for TSX thereafter. That was the first time that the
SAR acquisition duration limits estimated based on the model
has been set months in advance of the eclipse phase starting in
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April 2018. The model was validated by past telemetry data,
becoming operational for the first time. After the first executed
acquisitions in eclipse, we confirmed the calculations of the
limits while we continued monitoring the performance of the
battery in the following months of the eclipse period. The same
process has been applied in the following years until today.
As an example, in the eclipse phase of 2020 the estimation
of the SAR acquisition duration limit has been calculated in
January 2020 after having processed the data of 2019, via
the machine learning process described in Section III-D. The
threshold has been announced by the end of the first quarter of
2020, as presented in Table I. During the eclipse season of 2020,
from late-April to mid-August, only one low-voltage warning
in an eclipse was raised on TSX, for a SAR acquisition of
49.3-s duration (only 0.7s lower than the upper limit of 50 s,
as in Table I) that led to a voltage of 42.37 V (only 0.13 V
lower than the threshold of 42.5 V). Due to the fact that the
duration limit has been communicated well in advance to the
users, there was no acquisition ordered inside an eclipse that
exceeded the duration limit for TSX. Similarly for TDX, all
SAR acquisition requests were well below the announced data
acquisition duration limit; therefore, no low-voltage warning
was raised. In this way, we succeeded to allow, every year since
2017, the maximum duration of acquisitions during eclipses
while keeping the voltage higher than the telemetry warning
threshold values.
V. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
In this article, we have presented the process of modeling the
battery voltage based on the duration of SAR acquisitions within
a chain. This can be considered as a single independent variable
regression model.
In parallel, in a two-step process, we regress and estimate,
in the long term, the battery performance for specific durationcluster chains, allowing us to define in advance the acquisition
duration limits in order to respect the voltage thresholds for
forthcoming periods, and announce them to the users.
As an evolution of this concept, we are developing a multiple
linear regression model, considering more parameters already
available in the Mission Planning System, including the mission
time, as independent variables of a linear regression algorithm.
Our intention is to increase the accuracy of the voltage estimation
on every single SAR acquisition. For the time being this model is
under evaluation in the Mission Planning System, it is running
in the background of the planning algorithm, making all the
calculations, but without taking any operational decisions.
Furthermore, under this machine learning modeling concept,
we gradually develop and apply operationally the “telemetry
prediction while planning” concept, combining information by
the space segment (the telemetry datasets) and the ground
segment (the Mission Planning datasets). Under this rationale,
any telemetry parameter could replace the battery voltage as
the dependent variable of the model, being able to forecast
its performance while planning, setting new planning rules
according to the estimations of the model, and finally optimizing the utilization of the available resources of this telemetry
parameter within the Mission Planning System.
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VI. CONCLUSION
More than 10 years of TDX operations and 13 of TSX
compelled us to investigate novel approaches for the battery
operations strategy. As detailed in this article, we defined the
chain model, expressing the voltage drop through the acquisition
duration, which apparently is the dominating factor for the
voltage drop. The next step was to analyze the long-term performance of the acquisition chains. We managed to model their
performance over time, and through a machine learning model,
we estimate their performance in future periods. Based on the
satellite orbit, we considered the worst case scenario, occurring
around the summer solstice. As a result, we are able several
months in advance to define an acquisition duration limit applied
for the whole year, maximizing the battery utilization, while
preserving the battery properties within the nominal telemetry
ranges. This method has secured the battery operations on both
satellites since 2017.
The data-driven approach on the battery strategy that we
introduced can be further applied on any mission with similar
variations on the power and energy demand, regardless of the
chemical composition of the battery.
In parallel, via this machine learning concept, making decisions on forecasted telemetry data, we performed a first step
toward applying artificial intelligence methods on the mission
operations tools and the decision mechanisms of the Mission
Planning System.
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